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General 
Information

• Thanksgiving is a national holiday
celebrated on the second Monday in 
Canada and on the fourth Thursday in 
November in the USA. On Thanksgiving, 
you meet with the family to eat a 
dinner together. Traditionally, the main
meal for the dinner should be a turkey
with mashed potatos and dressing, but 
it really can be anything, spirit of the 
day is the most important.



Traditions

• Every year, days before
Thanksgiving, the President
of the United States takes
part in a ceremony of 
the National Thanksgiving
Turkey Presentation

• . The Thanksgiving
celebrationscan’t start 
until the President makes
the famous Pardoning the 
Turkey ceremony.



Origin of the 
Thanksgiving
day (1/2)
• In 1620, as the legend goes, a boat 

filled with more than 100 people
called ,, Pilgrims ” sailed across the 
Atlantic Ocean to settle in the New 
World. Unfortunately, they arrived in 
the New World too late to grow
many crops, and without fresh food 
half of the colony died from 
disease.



Origin of the 
Thanksgiving
day (2/2)
• The following spring, the 

Wampanoag Iroquois tribe 
taught them how to grow 
corn, new food for the 
colonists. They showed 
them other crops to grow in 
the unfamiliar soil and how 
to hunt and fish. The next
year, they harvested what
they grew, and organised
a feast where they
prepared the food and 
spend great time together.



Check your
knowledge!

• Which day of the year do we celebrate
Thanksgiving in USA?

• What do we eat on Thanksgiving?

• Who helped the Pilgrims?

• Who is involved in the Pardoning the Turkey 
ceremony?



Answers:

• On fourth Thursday of November

• Turkey and mashed potatoes with dressing.

• The Wampanoag Iroquois tribe

• The current president of the USA 



Thanks for your
attention!

.


